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Abstract. Negative stigma labelled against Covid-19 patients and health workers can worsen Covid-19 management situation. Therefore, this research aimed to analyze Surakarta people’s interpretation on Covid-19 patient and their social construction process on Covid-19 patient in Surakarta Indonesia. This qualitative research with phenomenological research employed purposive sampling technique. Research informants consisted of Surakarta people, Pulmonologists and Nurses in Dr. Moewardi Surakarta Hospital, Chief Executive of Covid-19 Management Acceleration Task force of Surakarta City, etc. Online observation, in-depth interview, and documentation with internet media were used to collect primary and secondary data. Method and data source triangulations were used to validate data. Interactive model of analysis was conducted using Berger’s Social Construction theory. Surakarta People’s social construction on Covid-19 positive patients passed through some process: Externalization process indicated with Surakarta people’s early perception on Covid-19 as a new disease known poorly, thereby generating fear and ignorance among them; Objectification process showing people with varying perspectives on Covid-19 positive patients; and Internalization process finding the subjective reality of Surakarta People on Covid-19 patients affected by objectification stage, later creating interpretation on individual or group having ever interacted with this virus patient.
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1 Introduction

Considering CSSE data of Johns Hopkins University, at least 5,501,037 persons per May 26, 2020, have been infected with Covid-19 throughout world with 361,484 deaths [1]. Meanwhile in Indonesia, Kementerian Kesehatan Republik Indonesia per May 26, 2020 reported 23,165 people positively infected with 1,418 deaths. From the data, case fatality rate (CFR) of Covid-19 in Indonesia is 6.60% [2]. The figure is higher than that the
world’s, 6.08%. All community elements should comply with the virus transmission prevention protocol [3]. Although in reality some people still disobey and even underestimate the prevention protocol.

Amid Covid-19 pandemic, a social phenomenon arises potentially exacerbating the situation, negative social stigma or association against an individual or a group of individuals with certain symptoms or developing certain disease [4]. They are labelled, stereotyped, discriminated, treated differently, and/or experiencing status insult due to their association with a disease. As a new disease, many facts have not been known about Covid-19 pandemic. Moreover, human beings tend to fear of something unknown and associate the fear more easily with other/different groups. It is this that generates social stigma and discrimination against certain ethnic and persons considered as having relation to this virus [5,6].

Confusion, anxiety, and fear felt are understandable, but it does not mean that prejudice is allowed against patients, families, nurses, or those with Covid-19-like symptoms. If it is left continuously, consequently social stigma will make people potentially hide their disease symptom to prevent discrimination, to avoid help and examination because they fear their disease will be known by others [7]. This condition enables people to transmit disease to others. Therefore, World Health Organization (WHO) states that stigma is more dangerous than the virus itself [8].

Social construction is an interpreting process conducted by each individual on environment and aspect beyond itself, subjective meaning of objective reality inside the one’s consciousness of undertaking his/her daily activity. Social reality is something the presence of which is dependent on each individual. Externalization is self adaptation to socio-cultural world as human product. Human beings keep growing and developing both biologically and socially; therefore, they keep learning and working to build its life sustainability. Externalization is a process of actualizing human selfness into world, in either physical or mental activity. It has been an anthropological requirement that humans always actualize themselves where they live. They cannot be perceived as a closure separable from their outside world. Objectification is the result achieved from human externalization activity, either mentally or physically. The daily life reality is objectified or perceived by human beings as objective reality. Objectification is the achievement of human activity externalized and then achieved objective characteristic. Internalization is the process of reabsorbing objective world into consciousness in such a way that subjective individual is affected by social world structure [9]. Community as a subjective reality implies that objective reality is interpreted subjectively by individual. Therefore, this research aims to analyze how Surakarta people interpret Covid-19 patients and the community’s social construction process on Covid-19 patients.

2 Method

This study was a qualitative research with phenomenological approach to give a comprehensive understanding based on community’s perspective on Covid-19 positive patient. The research was conducted in Surakarta, Indonesia. Corresponding to the objective of research, the sampling technique used was purposive sampling [10]. Unit of Analysis consisted of key informants including Chief Executive of Covid-19 Management Acceleration Task force of Surakarta City, Chairperson of Surakarta City’s Health Office, Head of Disease Control and Environmental Health Division of Surakarta City’s Health Office; main informant including Surakarta People, Patients with Supervision (Pasien Dalam Pengawasan / PDP), People with Monitoring (Orang Dalam Pemantauan / ODP), surrounding neighbour, and family of Covid-19-positive patients; and supporting informants including pulmonologists and nurses in Dr. Moewardi Surakarta Hospital.
Through computer, smartphone, social media, and etc, in the form of text chat, video call, phone call, email or Google form, the author collected primary and secondary data related to research object using online observation, interview, and documentation with internet media [11, 12]. Resources, reference from other researchers, and information screening using various methods were used as source and method triangulations to validate the data. Data was analysed using Berger’s Social Construction theory and Interactive Model of analysis from Miles and Huberman [14, 15].

3 Result

Covid-19 transmission chain has not been broken until today. The virus spreads so rapidly and massively that makes the people paranoid. Furthermore, the problem becomes complicated when this pandemic has systemic impact, in which the presence of pandemic concerns not only health problem only, but also in-depth social-economic misery. If there has been no rapid and appropriate management in long term, it will potentially results in social outbreak within society. Sociologically, such abnormal situation will indeed generate collective behaviour, massive panic. As a result, social space becomes clouded and segmented easily. Social vulnerability usually can easily result in suspicion and social prejudice amid critical situation uncertainty today.

The emergence of social stigma within society has been a challenge in breaking Covid-19 transmission chain. Currently people still categorized into observation and supervision process (ODP and PDP), moreover those confirmed positively infected with Covid-19, are often stigmatized socially by the society. They are labelled, stereotyped, discriminated, and treated differently because their status is considered as associated with this pandemic disease.

Some Surakarta people still stigmatize Covid-19 patients, thereby makes the medical personnel’s management duty difficult in the field. Stigma is not merely an attitude or a behaviour making individual or community circumstance less good. It can be seen from the incidence of declination and expulsion against 3 nurses in one of Regional Hospitals in Surakarta by the owner of boarding house through short message in WhatsApp (WA) application because the hospital where the nurses work become the referral hospital for Covid-19.

Not only oppressive scorn but also excessive paranoid is reflected on some people in Surakarta. Some people’s avoidance is understandable because they worry, are panic or afraid of. However, if it has been excessive, at certain point it instead results in a new bigger problem. Otherwise, our relatives becoming ODP, PDP, and positive patient, including medical personnel dealing with Covid-19 case needs support, particularly from closest people like family and surrounding neighbour. Even small support will give the feeling of secure and comfort, thereby accelerating the recovery process. But, the support should keep considering the protocol recommended by government.

On the one hand, government wants to be transparent in informing the identity of Covid-19 patients to trace the contact as the attempt of finding Covid-19 positive cases (tracing) in the field. If some neighbours develop Covid-19-like symptoms, they will be alienated, isolated, and bullied. Their family will also be bullied and alienated. The attitude is actually regretted because many people are still emphatic with Covid-19 patients. The stigma will result in marginalization and in turn exacerbate an individual’s health status and wellbeing degree. Therefore, the transparency of information on identity of Covid-19 patients should be tightened.

The educating-socializing function of central-to-village governments should involve religious and society leaders playing significant role in removing stigma. The people should understand that as long as they perform physical distancing, wear mask, wash hand
routinely, and eat nutritious food, they will be safe from the risk of being infected with Covid-19.

The successful management of Covid-19 pandemic can be measured through the broken transmission chain, because the prevention of stigmatization is an important requirement to realize it. For that reason, to prevent social stigmatization against those with risk of being or those infected with Covid-19 positively, social control attempt should be taken by building collective consciousness.

The participation of social agents such as family, RT/RW (Neighbour Association/Citizen Association), community, NGO, and media is very important to build collective consciousness to educate the community continuously and to give them an understanding in order not to stigmatize Covid-19 patients or their family. It means that the social agency can be catalyst in building consciousness and changing the community’s behaviour into discipline one complying with the protocol of Covid-19 transmission prevention, and to strengthen the message of reducing stigma, building emphatic attitude to the stigmatized people.

4 Discussion

Social construction on Covid-19 pandemic condition is affected by community’s knowledge on the reality occurring, thereby tends to generalize, and in turn to generate negative stigma that those infected with virus will inhibit everything [8]. Discrimination behaviour case in people with monitoring (ODP), patients with supervision (PDP), and suspect occurs more widely, so does the undue discrimination. Three nurses working in a Regional Hospital of Surakarta are expelled by the owner of boarding house because the owner is afraid of being infected with the virus. Similarly, a declination occurs against the funeral of Covid-19 patient corpse by a number of villagers. ODP, PDP, and nurses as the part of community in social relation should be treated fairly and in civilized manner. Therefore, social support is very desirable between an individual and another in handling Covid-19. Sociologically, perception or social construction non Covid-19 pandemic condition today is affected by community’s knowledge on the reality occurring. Indonesia actually has social asset to accelerate Covid-19 management and to respond to the social phenomenon occurring amid health crisis [16].

Indonesian people have social capital to accelerate Covid-19 management. In this situation, people have social relations such as empathic bonding, appreciation and respect, thereby creating mutual cooperation and mutual help attitude [17]. In its realization in the field, it can start with integrated team existing involving government, police officer, medical personnel and community element and neighbourhood leader, so that discrimination can be minimized well [18,19]. They should invite the community to support and to motivate Covid-19 positive ODP and PDP as well as their family to grow the feeling of mutual cooperation between them. Government and community (people) should have empathy with, motivate, and support them [20, 21]. The priority is now given to maintaining health and cleanliness by following health protocol and government’s appeal into this pandemic ends.

Contributing socially by building confidence in healthcare service and facilities and showing empathy to those infected or with symptoms is better than showing social stigma [20]. Government, people, media, and community play an important role in preventing and ceasing Covid-19-related stigma, particularly associated with Chinese and generally Asian people. People should communicate carefully and wisely in social media or other communication platform. Hospital, research institution, university, and other institutions can straighten hoax and facts [22]. Social stigma can occur due to the poor knowledge on Covid-19 (how the disease is transmitted and treated, and how to prevent the infection).
Accurate information should be disseminated corresponding to the community concerning the affected area, individual and group’s vulnerability to Covid-19, treatment, and where people can access treatment and health information.

Amid this pandemic, people then build social construction on the situation they experience. Externalization in this research is the time when social construction begins to be understood. Social construction builds on discourse, reality, and policy prevailing within society [19]. It is inseparable from the community’s poor cognition on Covid-19 pandemic. Amid so transparent information channel, people tend to believe more in information based on their emotion thereby overriding the fact or the truth of information itself. As a result, excessive panic will arise before receiving information in detail about Covid-19 pandemic. This condition then make the people easily stigmatizing those considered as vulnerable to this virus chain transmission [23-25].

The externalization stage in this research is indicated with Surakarta people’s prior perception on Covid-19, in which they see it as a new disease and have only a little information on it, they are often afraid of what they do not know, and easily connect the fear to others. Objectification process is people’s perception on leprosy patients corresponding to people’s prior knowledge on Covid-19, and then becomes objective reality. In this objectification process, people’s perspectives on Covid-19 positive patients are varying. Their perspective builds on knowledge and experience they got, in which knowledge and experience an individual gets are different from another does.

Internalization stage is indicated with Surakarta people’s subjective reality against Covid-19 patients that is different between an individual and another; it is affected by objectification stage they have passed through. Through internalization process, people then construct interpretation or perception on individual or group having ever interacted with this virus or been infected with this pandemic. There is an assumption that they can be infected with Covid-10 pandemic, compelling them to create social distancing later.

5 Conclusion

Preventing and ceasing stigma are not difficult to do if all members of community unite and are committed to not disseminating prejudice and resentment against certain group related to Covid-19. Thus, the government attempts to socialize and to campaign for the prevention of stigmatization against Covid-19 patients and their family through various information channels, and all parties should support this attempt. It means that all potencies and resources existing within community should be transformed, including the role of social agents in responding to any form of stigmatizations as the part of an attempt of breaking the Covid-19 pandemic transmission chain. In this situation, the humanity feeling should be prioritized.
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